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STANDARD SPECIFICATION OF TECSEW’S BIMINI CONVERSION 
 
Customers have frequently asked us this question: “can you convert my bimini to a cockpit enclosure?” 
 
The standard ways of doing this presents numerous problems to do with water penetrations where panels 
are attached together by zips. In addition, it would be hard to keep the overall appearance in keeping.  
 
First of all, you would need to already have a stand alone bimini and a sprayhood fitted to your boat. You 
can order these from us as we have standard bimini patterns on file for various yacht models.  
 

       
Pictures of Standard Tecsew’s stand alone Biminis 

  
In most cases, a conversion is possible although not always guaranteed. We would go down to the boat 
and measure up the bimini conversion with the stand alone bimini and sprayhood up.   
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Showing rolled up side and rear panels  

 
The bimini conversion is made up of panels which are zipped attached to the stand alone bimini canvas 
and also the sprayhood canvas. These panels are measured on the boat to perfection in order to ensure 
no water penetrations and also to make sure compromises are not made to the appearance and the look 
of the covers on the boat. 
 
All the sides and back panels can be zipped out OR rolled up. Webbing straps are included in the 
specifications for securing the panels up when rolled up. YKK open ended zips are used on the panels 
connecting pieces for ease of zipping out and back on.  
 

       
Showing attachments to existing sprayhood canvas 

 

       
Showing Panels attached to existing Bimini canvas 


